Rearrangement reaction in electron scattering from antiprotonic helium ions ͑pHe 2+ ͒ in highly excited states, i.e., e + pHe 2+ → p +He + , is theoretically investigated by using the R-matrix method. This type of reaction can be identified as dissociative recombination ͑DR͒ which is well known in molecular physics. If the concept of the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer separation is applied, the present exotic reaction has a similarity to the DR of HeH + molecules in the sense that the system has no crossings of the adiabatic potential curves. The present exotic DR reaction shows a variety of resonances, which can be described as a Rydberg electron attached to a pHe 2+ ion excited to an energetically forbidden state. The cross sections and rate coefficients for the present DR are calculated. As the bound motion of p-He 2+ is closer to a circular orbit, the DR reaction, which leads to the destruction of pHe 2+ , occurs less frequently. For the antiprotonic ion pHe 2+ , it turns out that the circular states are the most stable against electron impacts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the present author has investigated dissociativeelectron attachment ͑DA͒ to the exotic system − p ͑muonic hydrogen͒ ͓1͔,
by carrying out a rigorous R-matrix calculation ͓2͔. In the DA to diatomic molecules, two nuclei and many ͑at least three͒ electrons are involved. For this reason, the theoretical approach is compelled to depend on the adiabatic BornOppenheimer ͑BO͒ picture. However, because we must describe the nonadiabatic process including electron continuum, it is not so easy to perform an accurate calculation of the DA to usual molecules. In contrast, exotic DA process ͑1͒ has a great advantage that it contains no more than three particles. As a process similar to DA, dissociative recombination ͑DR͒ of molecular ions is also famous and plays a key role as charge neutralization and molecular destruction ͑or formation͒ in various kinds of gases or plasmas ͓3,4͔. In the present paper, we investigate the exotic DR process involving antiprotonic helium ions pHe 2+ , namely, e + pHe 2+ ͑N,L͒ → p + He + ͑1s͒, ͑2͒
where ͑N , L͒ are the principal and angular momentum quantum numbers of the hydrogenic ion pHe 2+ . Recently, the pHe 2+ ions have been produced experimentally ͓5͔. Laser spectroscopy of pHe 2+ may be possible in the near future ͓5͔. For the pHe 2+ ions in plasmas, DR reaction ͑2͒ can be one of the most important destruction processes. Thus, a theoretical investigation of DR process ͑2͒ is very interesting. Following the conventional method for the DR study, we illustrate the adiabatic BO potential curves of the present system in Fig. 1 . If the total energy of the system is Ͻ−0.5 a.u., the dissociation state is exclusively the lowest 1 adiabatic state, which correlates with p +He + ͑1s͒ in the separation limit. All the remaining adiabatic states, correlating with electronically excited He + , may be associated with the intermediate resonance states. The potential of the ionic system p +He 2+ is merely a pure Coulomb potential. Differently from the DR of usual molecules, the Coulomb force still acts between the dissociation products p and He + . It was formerly thought that the DR occurred efficiently only if there were curve crossings between the ion and recombination states ͓3͔. However, no such curve crossings exist in the present system. In this sense, exotic reaction ͑2͒ bears a close similarity to the DR process of HeH + molecules ͓3,6͔. Interestingly, the DR of HeH + has been found to have large cross sections in spite of the noncrossing system ͓6-9͔.
So far, the inverse process of Eq. ͑2͒, i.e., p capture, has been studied by using the wave-packet propagation method ͓10͔ and the R-matrix method ͓2͔. The capture probability shows a complicated structure owing to a huge number of striking pHe + resonances, and the resonance process makes a dominant contribution to the p capture. This suggests that the resonances are very important also in DR process ͑2͒. The situation is quite different from that of DA process ͑1͒, in which no resonances could be found ͓1͔. The 1 resonance complex described as p-He + ͑1s͒ has been investigated directly in laser spectroscopy experiments ͓11,12͔ and has been used for the high-precision determination of the p mass ͓12-14͔. However, the 1 resonances cannot be observed unless the total energy is below the dissociation limit. In the present case, the resonances consist of electronically excited He + ͑see Fig. 1͒ . In a recent experimental study, the pHe 2+ ions have been detected for the circular states ͑L = N −1͒ ͓5͔. The hydrogenic system such as p p becomes more stable against annihilation as N or L increases ͓15͔. High orbital states are rather familiar for the antiprotonic atoms ͓11,12,15͔. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the DR of pHe 2+ is an endoergic reaction if N Յ 38. Accordingly, we consider the near-circular states L ϳ N with N = 38, 39, and 40. In the motion having a large angular momentum, the centrifugal potential assumes increasing importance. Figure 2 shows the effective potentials including the centrifugal terms ͑L =31-41͒. In contrast to DA reaction ͑1͒, the effective adiabatic potential of the dissociation channel p +He + has no local maximum ͑barrier͒ because of the long-range Coulomb attraction between p and He + . In the present paper, we carry out a rigorous calculation of the cross sections for DR process ͑2͒ at electron collision energies of Ͻ3 eV using the R-matrix method developed by the present author ͓2͔. The nonrelativistic approximation is assumed, all the particles are considered to be pointlike, and the spin of the particles is omitted for simplicity.
II. R-MATRIX CALCULATION

A. Scattering equation
The total Hamiltonian of the collision system can be written as
͑3͒
where m R , R, and L are respectively, the reduced mass, the position vector, and the angular momentum vector ͑operator͒ of p +He 2+ and m r , r, and l are those of e + pHe 2+ . The interaction
with the helium nuclear mass m He 2+ and the antiproton mass m p , is a function of R, r, and the angle between R and r.
Here and in the following, we use a.u. unless otherwise stated. The time-independent Schrödinger equation for the collision system having the total energy E is
where ͑J , M͒ are the total angular momentum quantum numbers, p is the total parity, and 0 indicates the initial scattering channel.
For the e + pHe 2+ channel, the total wave function ⌿ 0
JMp
can be given in the form
where ⌼ NL ͑R͒ represents the bound state of the Coulomb system pHe 2+ with the principal and angular momentum quantum numbers ͑N , L͒ and the energy E N =−2m R / N 2 , and
with the electronic angular momentum quantum number l, the spherical harmonics Y LM−m ͑R ͒ and Y lm ͑r͒, and the
For the p +He + ͑1s͒ channel, using the body-fixed ͑BF͒ frame in which the z axis is chosen along R , the total wave function ⌿ 0 JMp ͑R , r͒ at sufficiently large R can be given by ͓2͔
where D M Jp ͑R ͒ with being the magnetic quantum number in the BF frame is the parity-specified normalized Wigner's rotation matrix element related to the transformation from the space-fixed frame to the BF frame and 1 ͑R ; r , ͒ is the adiabatic wave function of the lowest 1 ͑ =0͒ state.
From the asymptotic forms of the radial functions f NLl, 0 Jp ͑r͒ and F 1, 0 Jp ͑R͒, we can obtain the scattering S-matrix
Jp for the DR process and then the DR prob-
For the DR yielding the fragment He + ͑1s͒, the total parity must be p = ͑−1͒ J . The cross section for DR process ͑2͒ is defined by ͓17͔ E f f e c t i v e p o t e n t i a l ( a . u . ) 
͑N,L͒
where ⑀ = E − E N is the electron collision energy and
is the collision strength ͓2,10͔. The DR rate coefficient thermally averaged over electron collision energies is given by
where is the Boltzmann constant and T is the electron temperature.
B. R-matrix method
In the inner region defined by 0 Յ R Յ A and 0 Յ r Յ a, we consider the eigenvalue equation
where
is the Bloch operators ͓18͔. To solve Eq. ͑12͒, we expand the wave function ⌽ JMp in the BF frame as ͓2͔
The R-matrix elements are given by ͓19͔
where the boundary functions H 1, Jp ͑A͒ and h NLl, Jp ͑a͒ are defined by ͓2͔
and
C. Numerical calculations
The R-matrix eigenvalue ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒ was solved by using direct numerical method based on the discrete-variablerepresentation algorithm ͓1,2,20͔. As in Ref. ͓2͔, we took the boundary values A = 1.3 a.u. and a = 3.5 a.u. and the numbers of grid points ͑N R , N r , N ͒ = ͑60, 30, 5͒ in the ͑R , r , ͒ coordinate space. We included the channels of Յ2 and ᐉ Յ 3. We propagated the R matrix from r = a to a sufficiently large distance r = r max ͑=50-200 a.u.͒ to eliminate the longrange coupling effect ͓2,21͔ and then calculated the S matrix ͓19͔. Figure 3 shows the DR probabilities summed over l, i.e., ͚ l P Jp ͑N , L , l͒, for the total angular momentum J = 38 and the initial state ͑N , L͒ = ͑39, 37͒. It is seen that the nonresonance contribution of the DR probability is very small. Here, we examine some resonances visible in the present study. The effective potentials related to the partial wave J = 38 and the Coulomb energy levels E N of pHe 2+ are already visualized in Fig. 2 . The DR reaction is exoergic for N Ն 39. The threshold energy of the excitation to N = 40 is 2.5915 eV. To gain any understanding of the resonance property even if only slightly, we consult hydrogenic, L-mixing, and adiabatic models.
III. RESULTS
A. Resonances
In the resonance complex pHe + , if the pHe 2+ ion is a tight core and can be regarded as a positive point charge for the electron moving outside, we may be able to express the resonance energy as the sum of the hydrogenic forms ͑by setting m r = 1 a.u.͒, i.e.,
where N = N c indicates the closed channel and n is the principal quantum number of the hydrogen atom. In this model, the average radius of pHe 2+ is given by ͗R͘ӍN c 2 / ͑2m R ͒ and is ϳ0.5 a.u. for N c Ӎ 40. Furthermore, the average electron radius is given by ͗r͘ n Ӎ n 2 . The fact that ͗r͘ n ӷ ͗R͘ for n Ն 2 seems to validate hydrogenic model ͑21͒ at least qualitatively. The hydrogenic energy levels E N c =40,n H − E N=39 are also displayed in Fig. 3 . The central position of a bunch of resonances can be basically explained in terms of the Rydberg series formula ͑21͒ for n տ 4. Because E N c =40,n H − E N=39 = −0.8099 eV for n = 2, only the levels with n Ն 3 can be associated with the resonances. In the case of N = 39, consequently the resonances are of little relevance to the DR at low energies of ⑀ Ͻ 0.5 eV. If ͗R͘ տ ͗r͘ n , the Rydberg picture would be poor. However, this case becomes important only for very high states N c Ͼ 100 ͑n =2͒, which are irrespective in the present study.
As n increases, the hydrogenic model may be expected to be better. Differently from the doubly-excited states of usual atoms, the high degeneracy of the pHe 2+ core state with respect to L is characteristic of the present system. Accordingly, we introduce the following L-mixing model. For accurate Hamiltonian ͑3͒, by retaining the coupling among only the degenerate pHe 2+ core states ͑namely, the L mixing͒, we can construct the bound-type wave function in the form
where the closed channel N c is assumed to remain unchanged and the unknown radial function g Ll Jp ͑r͒ for the Rydberg electron is solved numerically. The energy levels obtained by this L-mixing model are also shown in Fig. 3 . The enlarged picture at energies associated with the n = 7 Rydberg states is shown in Fig. 4 . We see that the L-mixing model cannot well explain the details of the level feature: the actual splitting of the degenerate levels is much larger than that obtained in this model. Unfortunately, the distortion of the pHe 2+ core cannot be sufficiently described in terms of only the L-mixing effect even for high n.
For the description of the 1 resonances p-He + ͑1s͒, it has been found that the adiabatic BO approximation is appropriate ͓22͔. The diagonalization of the adiabatic Hamiltonian, in which R is assumed to be fixed,
gives the adiabatic potential energy E ad ͑R͒. In the adiabatic approximation, the magnetic quantum number is conserved. Then, the vibrational bound motion is calculated by the effective potential
Several vibrational energy levels are presented in Fig. 3 for the and ͑ = 0 and 1͒ adiabatic states correlating with the n = 2, 3, and 4 hydrogen states in the united ͑R → 0͒ limit. In the adiabatic approximation, the centrifugal angular momentum L res in potential ͑24͒ cannot be determined uniquely. Here, the vibrational levels are displayed for L res = 34-40. It seems that five conspicuous resonances appearing in the neighborhood of the energy ⑀ = E N c =40,n=3
H − E N=39 may be identified as the adiabatic ͑4, 5, 6, 2, and 3͒ vibrational levels each having a certain value of L res . However, such an identification becomes more difficult for the resonances associated with the higher Rydberg states n Ն 4. Anyway, the identification of these resonances using the adiabatic model is not so promising as that of the 1 resonances considered in previous studies ͓11-14,22͔. It is reasonable that the adiabatic approximation is appropriate only for low n states. Figure 5 shows the DR probabilities ͚ l P Jp ͑N , L , l͒ at energies ⑀ = 1.6-1.9 eV for ͑N , L͒ = ͑38, 35͒ and the feature comparison of various partial waves J. The collision strength ͑or cross section͒ is calculated by summing over all the possible partial waves. The energy of ⑀ Ӎ 1.75 eV divides the resonance region from the nonresonance region. We can see that only the partial waves J = 35, 36, and 37 have the dominant contribution in the nonresonance region. In addition to these partial waves, the J = 34 and 38 waves give further important contributions in the resonances. Because the resonance structure varies delicately with J, the energy depen-
B. Collision strength
dence of the collision strength becomes quite complicated in the resonance region.
The DR collision strengths for the initial states N = 38, 39, and 40 are displayed in Figs. 6-8, respectively. We can see that the collision strength is very small in the nonresonance region, and thereby the resonances become of critical importance in the DR process. For the initial state N = 38, the DR reaction is endoergic and has the threshold ⑀ DR thr = 0.8630 eV. For N = 39 and 40, the DR reaction is exoergic. In this case, because of the Coulomb nature, the collision strength becomes finite in the limit as ⑀ → 0, and the cross section behaves as ϰ⑀ −1 at low energies. Figures 6-8 show that the collision strength becomes entirely larger for a higher angular momentum state L. Particularly in the nonresonance region, if N is fixed, the collision strength becomes the smallest for the circular state L = N − 1. This can be partly understood in the following way. The incident electron far more likely to be captured by the pHe 2+ ion if the electron angular momentum is more efficiently transferred into the target ion. However, the transition to higher L states is impossible for the circular state unless the excitation to higher N states occurs.
C. Rate coefficient
It would be helpful to calculate the DR rate coefficient k͑N , L͒ for the application to low temperature plasmas. As seen in Figs. 7 and 8 , no prominent resonances exist at low energies ⑀ Ͻ 0.5 eV for N = 39 and ⑀ Ͻ 0.3 eV for N = 40. Therefore, the contribution of the rate coefficient at low electron temperatures comes from the nonresonance part of the cross section. Figures 9 and 10 show the rate coefficients in the temperature range of T = 5 -500 K for the initial states N = 39 and 40, respectively. Because the collision strength is nearly constant at low energies, the rate coefficient becomes k ϰ T −1/2 at low temperatures. In the calculation of the rate coefficient, we set ⍀ = ⍀ ͉ ⑀=0.01 eV for ⑀ Ͻ 0.01 eV. As ex- pected, the rate coefficient becomes large with decreasing L from the maximum value L = N −1.
IV. SUMMARY AND FURTHER REMARKS
The DR process of antiprotonic helium ions is investigated by using the R-matrix method developed by the present author ͓2͔. The resonances are found to be significant in the present system. The adiabatic BO picture, though it is appropriate for the 1 resonances ͓22͔, is not a good approximation for the description of the resonance states seen in the DR process. The resonances may be rather understood as the Rydberg states composed of a pH 2+ core and an outer electron. However, the simplified L-mixing model fails to explain the structure of the level splitting.
If the pHe 2+ ions are initially in the same N state, the DR rate coefficient at low temperatures becomes smallest for the highest angular momentum state L = N − 1. The circular orbit is the most nonbreakable shape of pHe 2+ against electron impacts. Furthermore, as the matter-antimatter system, the annihilation rate of pHe 2+ decreases exponentially with increasing L ͓15͔. Thus, in low temperature plasmas the antiprotonic ions pHe 2+ can be the most stable if they form circular orbits. However, the L-changing transition of pHe 2+ occurs efficiently by collisions with other charged particles because of the hydrogenic degeneracy. The detailed investigation of the L-changing process is necessary for the discussion of the actual stability of the pHe 2+ ions in plasmas ͓23-25͔.
It would be interesting if the present DR process was compared with the DA to hydrogenic neutral antiprotonic atoms p p. Unfortunately, no calculation has been carried out for the DA to p p. However, as can be inferred from the study for the muonic system − p ͓1͔, we may be able to remark the following things: the DA to p p would have no clear propensity rule with respect to the initial angular momentum when the total energy of the system is sufficiently larger than the dissociation limit. Furthermore, the DA cross section would be by no means limited to a small value, and no prominent resonances would be observed.
The e + HeH + system has a feature of the adiabatic potential curves similar to the present system although the primary dissociation route in the DR of HeH + at low energies is not the lowest adiabatic state correlating with He͑ 1 S͒ +H͑1s͒. The DR of HeH + has unexpectedly large cross sections at low energies because the DR is efficiently driven through the resonances which can be described as a Rydberg electron attached to a rotationally or vibrationally excited molecular ion ͓6-9͔. The importance of such Rydberg resonance states has been just found in the present process. However, we must point out an interesting difference between the two sys- tems. In contrast to the present case, the resonance process for the DR of HeH + is always prominent at all the electron energies of 0.001-1 eV ͓6,8,9͔. This is because the molecular rotation can participate in the resonance formation ͑i.e., rotational resonance͒ especially at very low energies. In fact, by carrying out the calculation in which the rotational excitation is neglected, Takagi ͓9͔ found for the DR of HeH + that the complicated resonance structure disappears, and the cross section becomes much smaller at low energies. In the exotic case of hydrogenic pHe 2+ ions, however the purely rotational transition ͑N , L͒ → ͑N , LЈ͒ does not mean an inelastic process. There can be no such thing as rotational resonances in the present DR process.
